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SaQtions a= given for the: problem of enumeration of mixed scWcs-nplemeniary & 
graphs and mind self-conwrse digaphs bawd an a weighted form of Burn&de’s lemma. 
almer [Ii?] an Sridharan [ § 3 have enumerated 
self-complementary digraphs, self-converse digraphs and oriented types 
of these. A mixed digraph is a digraph which contains ordinary lines also. 
y be regarded also 8s a symmetric ir of oriented 
mer [ % ] counted mixed digraphs. this papel’ fbr- 
mulae are given for the generating functions of mixed self-covnplementary 
digraphs and mixed self-converse digraphs. As in [ 63, we statb a weighted 
urnside’s lemma and refer to 31 far proof and details. 
a (weighted form of urnside’s lemma). Let S denote 4~ finite set, 
let C denote Q jhite group, and k t x dmo te LP 
pe~~~~t~ti~~s of s. men s s&vlits in to 
~tts ewel: equivalence classes of mixed selfkomplePnentary digraphs 
ed self-converse digraphs is 
~~ib~~~~o~s of Q fur mixed self-complementary di- 
f-converse digraphs. 
Substituti~rl of (4) in (2) g&s the generating function of mixed self- 
complementary digraphs. e give below the generating functions for 
FI = 4 to 11 = 7. 
For details we refer to [ 5 1. 
d cycles of length k co tribute hii- Wz d where bzk = 1 + yk. 
rr cycles of length k = 
al& = 1 + 2Xk +)‘“. 
Q contribute aik - 2)‘2 bk , where 
(c) Even cycles of length k = 4a + 2 contribute aikW2)/2akj2. 
o odd cycles of lengths 97 and r contkibute h$*[i I iJ. 
odst cycle of iength q a d one even cycle of hi 
s of lengths y and r con 
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